Imaging cervical cancer: recent advances and future directions.
There has been considerable progress in the imaging of cervical cancer over the last 5 years. In countries with access to cross-sectional imaging resources, technical advances have enabled a range of imaging techniques to become increasingly employed and established in the detection, staging and treatment planning of cervical cancer and for identifying disease recurrence. This review highlights these developments and summarizes recent significant articles. Functional imaging techniques provide information on tumour biology by probing characteristics of tumour vascularity, cellularity and metabolism which critically contribute to decision making and stratification for management options. Particularly, functional MRI techniques have improved accuracy of disease staging and detection of recurrence. PET-computed tomography is useful in lymph node staging and targeted radiotracers are increasingly exploited as potential biomarkers of treatment response. Improvements in hardware, software and contrast agents are revolutionizing the role of imaging in cervical cancer. Once standardized and validated, the techniques should enable individualized patient treatment and optimization of outcome.